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Description
Clean Bottles by Thorough Brushing and Rinsing in One Operation
Thanks to their well-known advantages, bottle cleaning machines of the POLFRAM series have been used in wineries
successfully for many years now. They are not only robust and perfectly serve their purpose, but also convince the user
by their thorough and effective treatment abilities.
The housing of the POLFRAM is made of stainless steel, and thus corrosion is prevented. And here are some other important technical details :
The machine is provided with each two inside and bottom brushes as well
as with one brush for the bottle outside. Inside and outside brushes rotate
in maintenance-free, self-lubricating slide bearings. They are shielded by
corrosion-proof casings.
The drive is arranged close to the rotating brushes. A V-belt forms the
drive connection. This means that maintenance-intensive gear designs are
not required.
Method of operation
The POLFRAM machine can easily be operated by one person.
Brushing and rinsing of the bottles is effected in one operation.
The water supply from the axe of the bottom brush lever via ball valve
is controlled in such a way that water is only supplied when the bottom
brush is in contact with the bottle base, i.e. this is the start of the cleaning
process. When the bottom brush is lifted, the water supply is interrupted
and the cleaning process finished. The POLFRAM machine can easily be
adapted to the bottle type to be handled.
Technical Data
Suitable for:

all common DIN and standard bottles

Output:

400 - 600 bottles/h, depending on degree of
contamination, independent of bottle shape and size

Water
consumption:

200 - 300 l/h

Water connection: hose liner ¾’’
Water pressure:
Power
requirements:

1,5 - 3 bar

Dimensions:

Height 1200 mm, width 560 mm, depth 570 mm

Weight:

77 kg

Brushes :

2 inside brushes, 2 bottom brushes, 1 outside brush

0,75 kW, 220/380 V
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